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1. INTRODU~ON

This paper describes a prototype microburst predic-”

tion product for the Teminal Doppler Weather Rsdx
@WR). The prediction product was evaluated for miwo-

bw~ obsemed during the spring md summer of 1989 at

~nsas C13Y.Results are presented demonsuating rehable
prediction of high reflectivity microbursts of at least 15 tis

oufRow intensity from single-Doppler radar dam. me ability
of the a180ritim m predict microbursta approximately five

minutes prior to tie onset of surface outflow muld be used
to improve air maffic control (ATC) planning and to improve
hamrd warning time to pilots. bt paticular, tils product.
muld allow aircraft to avoid an impending microburst haz-
md, rather than peneuating it.

me present TDWR microburst recognition algo-
rithm uses features aloft such as reflectivity cores and mn-
vergencc m recognize microbur~ precursors. The algorithm

uses precursors to make a microburst decimation while the
surface outiow is still weak, thereby improving the hazard
wining time (Campbell, 1989). The microburst prediction
product is an extension of the algorithm to predict micro-

bursw from these precursor signaWres. The prototype predic-
tion product is tuned to predict the high reflectivity micro-

bursm typical of humid ,regions of the United Smtes.

me paper begins by reviewing concepmal models

for microburst development and comparing them to the ob-
semed. characteristics of Kansas C]W microbursm. The proto-

type prediction product is then described, and performance

smtistics are presented. Finally, failure mechanisms md fu-
ture work are discussed.

2. MICRORURST P~CURSOW

Research in Colorado @ujita and Wakimoto, 1983,

Robem and Wilson, 1989, and Mron snd Isaminger, 1989),

Okkdmma @lIts, 1987), ad Mabama @mninger, 198~
identified precursors m micr~b~s~ such as des~n~xng re-
flectivity cores, mid-level ~mtion and convergence, reflec-

tivity notches, upper-level dlvergen~ ad lower-level diver-
gence. Conceptual models were developed by Fujiti md
Wtimoto (1983), Robefis and Wilson (1989), ~d hpbell

*~e mrk descdbed hare was sponsored by the Federal Atition
Atimation. me Udted States Qovemment asmes no Uabil-
fty for i- content or me thereof.

(1988) to describe the Stem evolutiori prior to a microburst

ou~ow. The model for high reflectivity microbursts devel- —
oped by Robens and Wilson (1989) encompasses the vast

majority of Kansas City microbursts. h this model, the com-

bination of an increasin8 radial convergence at or near
cloud-base and a descending reflectivity core was deemed
a good radar indicator of a downdraft. The presence of rota- .
tion or reflectivity notches in combination with either of the
above features was also considered a microburst precursor.

The characteristics of a typical Kansas City micro-

burst producing cell were determined based on an examina-

tion of radar daw for 18 evenu reaching a magnitude of 1S
ds or greater. As shown in Table 1, the most refiable feature
was a descending high reflectivity core, which was obse~ed
in over 9070of the -ses. Cyclonic rotmion, anticyclonic rOta-
tion, mnvergence, and upper divergence were observed in
tiee-quaners of the evens. Kansas Chy microburs~ were
just as likely to be preceded by rotation and upper divergence ‘‘

as convergent.

me lead times from Table 1 were used tO develOP

a conceptual model for tie evolution of a typical Kansas City
microburst. h the early suge of development, an updraft is

,

indlmted by the upper-level divergence at T+ ~.e., nine

minutes prior to the surface outflow initially reaching 10
ds). At T-7, rotation is first obsemed in the cell at mid-le-
vels. The reflectivity core descends at T-5 minutes, shonly
afier convergence is apparent witiln the core.

Of the features aloft obsemed, the descending re-

flectivi~ core was the most refiable indicator of downdraft

onset. The lead time for the observation of descending cores
had a stindard. deviat?on Of 2.3 minutes. mere ~as greater

variabihty in tie lead time for the mid- and upper-level ve-

locity feaNres, with smndard deviations ranging from 4.7 to
S.7 minutes.

3. PRODUCT DWCRr~ON

me mi~rOb”rst recognition aigorithm rekes On the

ablfity of the TDWR to scan both at the surface for micro-
burst outflows and aloft in the parent cloud for features asso-
ciated with microbursts, as shown in Figure 1 (Campbell,
1988). Features aloft associated with microbuss include
fti8h reflectivity ares, mid-level convergence and rotation,

md upper-level divergence. T3tese feawres aloft can be used
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Table 1. Radar obsemables in Kamas City micr~
burst producing cells. Percent occwrence,
lead time prior io omet of s~ace outflow

and standard deviation. hued on 18 micro-
bursts reaching 15 mls.

Yo Lead time Std.Dcv
Molar Feamre Omur. (min.) (min.)

Upper divergence 72.2 9.0 5.7

CyclOnic rotation 77a 7.0 4.7

titicyclonic rot. 77a 7.0 5.5

Convergence 77a s.a 5.7

Descending core 94.4 S.o 2.3

to both con firm rhe existence of a microburst outflow and
to predict a future microburst outflow.

The cment TD~ microburst recognition algo-
rithm detects micmburst precursor signamres which typimlly
precede the surface outflow by five to ten minutes. The crite-

ria for declaring a microburst precursor are that a reflectivity

mre must be detectid along with a mid-level mrrvergence,
mid-level romtimt (cyclonic oranticyclrutic) or upper-level
divergence. The reflectivity core must meet =tiin site

adapmblemiteria, such asaminimum height of4.5 krnrmd
amaxi,mum reflectivity of at least 54 ~Z. h addition, one
ofwo additional criteria must be satisfied: eitiertheriflec-
tivity core must be descending, or a convergence (or rotation)

must extend below 3.5. km altimde. These criteria are in-
tended to detect the presence of asmong downdraft which
will lead to a microburet outflow at the surface.

Mlcroburst precursor signatures are used in the cur-
rent algorithm to increase the timeliness of microburst decla-
rations (Campbell, 19a9). Normally, dre micmburst algo-

rithm must wait until a micmburst ttutiow is detected on
sucmssive surface scans spaced one minute apafi, and the

second out flow must beat least 10ds (20ktmS). However,
when a precursor signature is detected the microburst can
be declared when the initial, weak (< 10 tis) sufiace trutiow
is detetied.

The microburst predition product is a simple ex-
tinsiott of the existing microburst precusor recognition ca.

pabihty. The first time that a precursor is detected for a par-
ticular event, a microburst prediction is issued for five
minutes in the future atrhe precweorlo~ation. ~ls predlc.
tion is counted down for each subsequent ,surface smn (once
per minute) until eidrer themicroburst occurs oratotaloi

seven minutes elapse. The prototype pretictiOn product does

)
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~i8ure 1. Illustration of TDWR scanning at surface for micmbumt
outflows and aloft inparertt storm for features asociated
with microbursts.

not predict the strength of the outflow, although the site

adaptable parameters are intended to predict those micrw
bursk reaching at least 15 m/s (30 ktrots) intensity.

It Aould be pointed out that the cument version of
the prediction product is aimed at predicting high reflectivity
microbursts of the type commonly found in the Southeast

United States. ThLs type of micmburst activity is expected
to predominate at practically all airpons scheduled for
TD~ deployment, excepr for dry envifonmmti such as
Denver whlchare characterized by Iowreflectivity eventi.

4. PE~O_ANCE Statistics

The prototype micmburst prediction product-was
tested using data from the~2TD~ testbed radar oper-
rded by Lincoln Laboratory at Kansas Chy during the sum-.
mer of 1989. The algorithm @r formance was assessed for
eleven days bemeen 14 Mayand28Augustrm whlchmiuo-

bursts occurred. Only those cells which developed in the air-
ponsector and within 35tiofthe fi2radar tiere consid-
ered (see Figure 2). A microburst wasdefined asa 10WS
or greater radial divergence either at the surface or below
1 W AGL, as obsewed by either tie S-band -2 radar or

the C-band UND radw operated by the University of Noti
Dakom.

The result of this assessment are shown in Table
2. A tohl of 89 micmburst evenu were examined, 36 Of

which reached 15 ds intensity. The product successfully pre-

dicted 61% (22 Of 36) of the microbursts that reached 15 tis.

There were 45 microburst predictions issued, of which 40
(a9%) resulted in microbursm of at least 10 tia, and 5 (11%)
were false slams. The median time frOm initial prediction

tootrset ofsurfa& outflow was 5.0 minutes witbas~dtid
deviation of 2.a minutes.
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Table 2. Kansa City Microburst Prediction
Product Statktics.

Number of events 89

Number of events > 1S d$ 36

Number of events > 1S ~S 22 (61%)
successfully preticted

Number of predictions issued 45

Number of vafid predictions 40 (89%)
(> 10 ds outflow)

Number of false predictions s (11%)

Median prediction lead time S.o
(minutes)

Sbndard deviation of prediction 2.8
lead time (minutes)

Of the 40 vafid predictions, there were two which

did not reach 10 ds from the-2 perspective, but did from
the W perspective. A likely cause of the difference in ob-

sewed inknsities is asymmet~ in the microburst outflow.
There were two additional events which efilbhed divergence
above the surface but below 1 km AGL. These events may
be insmnces of the microburst divergence not reach!ng the
surface due to a shallow layer of cold air from a previous
outflow. These results sussest a potential use for features
aloft in compensating for outflow asymmeuy and the detec-
tion of mid-air microbursts.

Figure 3 summarizes the velocitY features aloft that
were found by the algorithm when microb”rst predictions
were made (note: more than one velocity feature may be

identified by the algorithm for a paticular event). Cyclonic

or anticyclmtic rotation was found for stightly more tian half
of the predicted events. Convergence was detected in 3070
of the cases, tiile upper-level divergence was seldom used
to make a prediction. Reflectivity cores were identified in all

ases (as required by the current algorithm), ‘however, the
core was identified as descending in only one-half of the

cases. men compared to Table 1, these results sugsest that
the current algorithm does a credible job in detecting rem-”
tion, but needs improvement in the detection of mid-level

convergence and upper-level divergence, and in the ability
to declare cores as descending.

607 I

soI

COnv. Upper Div.

Fisure 3. Velocity features aloj identped by algorithm
when microburst predictions were made
@ercent occurrence for 40 cues).

5. FAILU~ MECHANISMS

h ttis section, the failure mechanisms of the algo-

rithm will be examined. Three of tie fourteen micr.obursts
which were not predicted exceeded a velocity differential of

20 ds. Therefore, it is impotiant to futier analyze these
so that improvements can be made to the prediction product.

As seen in Figure 4, half o? the missed predictions
were because the reflectivity core did not attain the maximum

height threshold of 4.5 km. Other causes for missed predic.
hens were: no reflectivity core detected, overlap with a preex-
isting rnicroburst, not attaining the maximum reflectivity
threshold, and no velocity feature detected. It appears that

there is a class of lower reflectivity Kansas ~ty microbursts

which did not meet the cument criteria for precursor declara-
tion.

Futiher analysis of the prediction product perform.

ante suggests that the criteria used for reflectivity core heisht
(4.s h) and maximum reflectivity (S4 dBZ) may be too re-
strictive for the Kansas City environment. These criteria were
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Figure 4. Resort for mksed prediction of Kamu City
microbursts tierqent occurrence fOr 14 cases).

developed based on an earfier examination by Isaminger

(1987) of ttticrobursts in tie Huntsville, AL wea.. It was
found Mat the core height threehold could not be lowered

without musing an unaccepmble increase in false alarms.

However, lowering the reflectivity tieshold to 51 dBZ would
increase prediction POD to 67V0without impactin8 the false
slam rate.

To redu= false predictions, 40T0 muld be elimi-
nated by reducing the tieshold for the lower altitude fimit

on velocity feamres from 3.5 to 2.1 ti. It should be noted
that such criteria as core height, maximum reflectivity and

velocity featwe lower altitude limit are parameters which can
be adjueted on a site-adaptable basis to optimize perform-

ante.

6. mm wom
There are several seas for futue work on tie pre-

diction product. As noted above, the current product does

not predict low reflectivity microbursts typical of du environ-
ments such as Denver, since these events are not associated

with high reflectivity cores. Also, one-half of the microburs~

not predicted in Kansas City were lower reflectivity events.
It is possible titan extension of the algorithm to use moder-
ate- and low-reflectivity structures (also recognized by the
cment algori~) may allow tiese even= to be predicted.

The current product does best at predicting ieolated

microbursts, and performance decreases whenever multiple

outflows occur in close proximity, such as along a squall line

or in large stem complexes. tier ~e d$scent Of tie initial
reflectivity core, tie algoriti has difficulty in recognizing
secondq descending cores associated witi reintensifying or

pulsating outflows. Work has begun at uncOln in examining
the use of features aloft in combination with detected suface

outflow m predict microburst reintensification.

Other areas for future work we m improve the accu-
racy of prediction time and to add mttiow smengti predic-
tion. Work has begun at L!ncoltt on the use of etom hquid

water content m improve prediction time a=uracY. ~d tO
potentially provide microbw~ swength md Vend estimatia.

7. SUMmRY -.

A prototype TDWR microburst prediction product
wae developed as an extension to the existing TDWR mi:ro-
bttrst recognition algoriti. ~:s product was evaluated in
the Kansas City environment and show to predict over 60%
of mimobursts reaching 30 hots intensity. The average lead

time from initial prediction to onset of surface outflow was
five minutes. Of the predictions issued, newly 90% resulted
in microbursta of at least 20 kok intensity. Thus, favorable

performance was demonstrated in a wet environment fikely
m be represenmtive of most TDWR insvdlation sites. It was
shown that minor changes to site adapmble parametem could

improve the prediction mte ad reduce false predictions.

Fttfiher testing of the product will be condutied at

Orlando, FL during the summer of 1990. Plans for these tesea
include operational evaluation of tie prediction product by
ATC personnel, and real-time display in tie cockpit Of an

experimental aircraft. ~nger-term work is planned to im-
prove prediction of [ower reflectivity events, and to include

micioburst strength prediction and trend estimation.
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